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International Policy Analysis

MINT086 - Autumn - 6 ECTS

Wednesday 16h15 - 18h00

Course Description

Survey of major issues in the choice, execution, and assessment of public policy in international relations. Topics covered include the range, nature, actors, and stakeholders of particular types of policy organizations (state agencies, multi-state entities, nongovernmental organizations); issues connected with planning, the recommendation process, and, to a lesser degree, decision heuristics, and voting schemes); the implementation of policies and the command and control thereof (e.g., via personnel rules and/or budget allocations); and criteria (range of participation, costs, metrics of effectiveness) by which policies are assessed and either continued or recast. Emphasis on writing.

Syllabus

Course Requirements

This course provides a survey of some major issues in the making and evaluation of international policy. We will be putting together concepts and theories from the fields of public policy analysis and public administration, and applying them to various topics in international relations. Each week, the idea is to present general issues as well as specifics about some aspect of the actions of states, or international organizations, or, to a lesser degree, supranational organizations. If all goes well, students will end up having a much better idea about how international policy is, and also should be, made.

The course meets twice on week. On Wednesdays, there is a general quasi-lecture which covers some of the ideas in the week's readings; then, on Fridays, students will be divided into smaller tutorial sections, where they will discuss the readings, particularly the “example” one, as well as, from time to time, participate in exercises and, for the last 6 weeks, either take one side in a formal debate.
(as part of a two-person team) about a particular issue (either a short-term crisis, or a longer-term policy) or, in the weeks they are not debating, quiz one team of the other about their views. These tutorials will be led by the teaching assistants, though I will make a point of dropping in from time to time on a rotating basis; attendance is mandatory and so is participation. Grades will be assigned as follows: class participation 10% of the final grade; four “reaction essays” (to the “example” reading for the week), counting, respectively, 5%, 5%, 20%, and 10%; the debate (with supporting materials, both written and slides) 30%; and a time-limited (50 hours) policy memo 20%. Students will be assigned randomly to 4 readings for the reaction essay; the assignments for each such essay will be posted on Wednesdays at 18.00 and the assignments will be due the following Wednesday at 16.00.

Readings for each week will be available on the class moodle. Students should come to the Wednesday class session having already done the readings and thought about them.

Please note that the course syllabus is subject to revision; students should check the moodle regularly to see if, in upcoming weeks, readings have been added or dropped.

Two prefatory notes. First, although the fields of public policy analysis and of public administration have been around for decades, if not scores of years, the field of international policy analysis is relatively new. As a result, the abstract and/or general readings for each week will for the most part not directly be about international relations; in addition, many of them will be from and to some degree about places where public policy analysis and public administration were invented, i.e., the United States. I will endeavor to make the connections, and the relevance to non-U.S. situations, explicit in class, but you will have to do some transposing and application on your own. A good start is to ask how the readings bear on the examples; and this is why I am requiring you, four times during the semester, to do a brief (one paragraph, or two paragraphs, or two pages) “reaction essay” about the readings.

Second, and apropos of the reaction essays: although some policy analysis takes the form of oral argument, most of it is presented in written form. Writing of this sort is a particular skill which, alas, is impossible to learn except by doing, working through comments on the writing, and doing again. In contrast with last year’s version of the course, therefore, I’ve significantly increased the amount of writing. By the same token, because the course is an applied one, I’ve changed the final exam to be something less theoretical and more nuts-and-bolts written. You should expect to work hard, but if all goes well, small time bombs will begin to set off in your head and lead, six months down the road, to considerably greater facility both at policy analysis specifically and to writing generally.

Course Schedule

1. September 18

Course introduction


1a. September 20

Tutorial introduction; discussion; announcement of teams

2. September 25
**Policy-making as a phenomenon**


2a. September 27

Tutorial; discussion

3. October 2

**Framing the question**


Christopher Robert and Richard Zeckhauser, The methodology of normative policy analysis, *Journal of Policy Analysis and Management* 30,3 (2011): 613-43. We will return to this piece several times; for today’s class, focus in particular on positive disagreements over scope.


3b. October 4

Tutorial; discussion; team debate assignment handed out

4. October 9

**Alternatives 1: anticipated consequences**

Bardach and Patashnik, pt. 1, steps 3, 4, 5; and pt. 3.


OPTIONAL: Hammond, Keeney, and Raiffa, chs. 3-5.

4a. October 11

Tutorial; discussion

5. October 16

*Alternatives 2: tradeoffs and costs*

Hammond, Keeney, and Raiffa, ch. 6.

Bardach and Patashnik, pt. 1, step 6.


5a. October 18

Tutorial: discussion; in-class exercise on tradeoffs

6. October 24 (note: I will be out of town this week, so class is rescheduled for Thursday, October 25, in room S2, from 18.15-20.00. The tutorials will take place as usual on Friday)

*Alternatives 3: uncertainty, risk*

Hammond, Keeney, and Raiffa, chs. 7, 8.


6a. October 25

Tutorial: discussion; in-class exercise on risk

7. October 30

*Obtaining and packaging evidence*

Bardach and Patashnik, pt. 1, step 2, and pt. 2.


7a. November 1

Tutorial: discussion, in-class exercise on packaging

8. November 6

**Bureaucracy; capabilities and resources**


8a. November 8

Tutorial: discussion

9. November 13

**Cooperation and coordination; networks**


9a. November 15

Tutorial: discussion

10. November 20

**Stakeholders: Principal/agent issues**


10a. November 22

Tutorial: discussion

11. November 27

**Oversight: reopening consideration**


11a. November 29

Tutorial: discussion; debate 1: Ebola OR refugees

12. December 4

**Specificity of international policy 1: types of actors**


OPTIONAL: Wille, ch. 8.

12a. December 6
Tutorial: discussion; debate 2: human trafficking OR peacekeepers

13. December 11
Specificity of international policy 2: types of policy


13a. December 13
Tutorial: discussion; debate 3: sanctions OR malaria

14. December 18
Time-limited policy memo